# Four Citation Types Found in MLA
(Modern Language Association) International Bibliography

## 1. Article published in a Scholarly (Academic) Journal or Magazine:

*From Camelot to Hyde Park: The Lady of Shalott's Pre-Raphaelite Postmodernism in A. S. Byatt and Tracy Chevalier* By: Andres, Sophia; *VII*: Victorians Institute Journal, 2006; 34: 7-37. *(journal article)*

Article title first, followed by Author(s); Journal or Magazine Title, date of publication, volume number (sometimes issue number): pages. *(journal article)*

**Note:** if the article doesn’t seem to be available as a PDF or html full text document, and if it does not lead you to the article or the library catalog, look up the JOURNAL title (NOT the article title!) in the library’s **A – Z Journal list** (there’s a tab for it on the library’s home page). If you are still unable to access or locate the article, you may wish to request that the library find it for you (Interlibrary Loan, or ILL).

## 2. Book article (an article published as a *chapter* or section of a book):


Chapter (article) title first, followed By author of the chapter or article; the page numbers for the chapter IN: Book editor’s or author’s name; Book Title. Place of publication: Publisher; date of publication. Book’s page information. *(book article)*

**Note:** To find out if the library has the book that this chapter appears in, go to the Oboler Library Catalog www.isu.edu/library and search for the book by **Title** (ex.: *Making Avonlea*) or by editor’s last name (Gammel, Irene). Books and their contents are not linked from MLA to our catalog, so it takes an extra step to find them.

## 3. Entire book:


**Note:** See Book article note above. Books are not linked from MLA to our library catalog; look them up in the catalog.

## 4. Doctoral dissertation or thesis:


Title of dissertation By: Graduate student’s name. Index in which the dissertation has been listed; date of the issue of the index. Institution from which the student graduated, Date. *(dissertation abstract)*

**Note:** Dissertations can be difficult to obtain. For this class, you may want to ignore them and focus on locating and using other sources, like scholarly articles and books. Limit your search results by **publication type**.

---

*PLEASE don’t hesitate to ask for assistance from a librarian! We’re here to help you.*
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